
Welcome

General Information

Leave your mark just like the 

animals of the forest!
Using the safety equipment, climb on the 
toprope facility through the  

different levels of the forest.
Risk taking a look at live deadwood, 

the gold of the forest! 

This QR code leads to the Verein der 
Freunde des Hollabrunner Waldes. 
(Association of the Friends of the Hollabrunn 
Forest).
They have set themselves the task of protecting 
this mixed oak forest and of making people 
more aware of it. With information events, 
group walks and brochures, the Freunde 
des Hollabrunner Waldes (Friends of the 
Hollabrunn Forest) are trying to raise greater 
awareness of this area and its needs.
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   Welcome/Location
1   Rich in species and diverse
2   Trees of the forest
3   The kingdom of mushrooms
4   On six legs
5   The orchestra of the forest
6   Searching for traces
7   Accumulation and erosion
8   The carpenters of the forest
9   Graceful gliding
10   Flying goblins

11   Welcome to the Koliskowarte observation point
   Get ready!
12   Climb like a sand lizard
13   Feel like a wasp spider 
14   Busy like a squirrel
15   Masters of deception
16   On their travels
17   The forest as an air freshener
18   Live deadwood
   Hope to see you again soon

Round walk for school pupils

Forest adventure trail

Route length: 
Adventure trail to the Koliskowarte observation point  
and back: 3.8 kilometres
Adventure trail including round walk for school pupils:  
4.2 kilometres
Duration of stay: approx. 3.5 hours

The route is in good condition throughout and suitable 
for prams. Use of the activity stations is at your own risk! 
Parents are responsible for their children!

The activity stations undergo regular maintenance. 
If, however, you do detect a defect, please report it to 
Hollabrunn district council on: 
Tel: 0043 2952 2128

We would ask you to help keep the forest intact.
Please take your rubbish home with you after your visit so 
that we can all enjoy our clean, natural forest.
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Concept, implementation & layout: www.pronatour.at
 

Abbildungen: 1 – © Homag; 2 – © Arno KLIen; 3 – © Jürgen LAnGHAMMeR

The adventure trail is a pilot investment of the VISIO 
project. It is realised within the framework of the InTeR-
ReG V-A, SK-AT programme and co-financed by eRDF.



I am elisa, the little forest mouse. I love to scurry through the forest.
The Hollabrunn Forest is the most beautiful spot on earth, particular-ly on sunny days. That is when I ob-serve the cheerful bustling of all its creatures from a well-hidden place.

Something dreadful has happened to me! 

I have nibbled the secret book of the Hollabrunn 

Forest. When the Cool Cat finds this out, she will 

definitely devour me whole. Please help me!

Go through the forest and look for the lost words. 

When you have collected them all together, I can 

put the book back in secret and everything will be 

fine. Don’t forget to take a folder with you!

You can collect stamps on the route which 

will help you find out the missing words. 

Thanks for your help!

TO THE 
Hollabrunn

Hello, dear children!



Come with me into the forest! Are you ready to solve the puzzles of the Hollabrunn Forest? To-gether we will take the adventure trail. At every activity station, I will ask you a new question which you must try to answer. If you are out and 
about in a group, you can also split into two teams 
and compete against each other with the puzzles.
Take your forest certificate with you now. At the end of the trail, all the spaces for stamps on the certificate should be filled and you can now call yourself a Hollabrunn Forest expert. Come on, let’s go!

Concept, implementation & layout: www.pronatour.at   
 

Unlike my cousin, I know the Hollabrunn Forest 

like the rings on my own tail. I live and hunt 

here. I particularly enjoy taking long rambles 

through the forest.

I also enjoy the peace and solitude of some places 

in the forest from time to time.

And there is always something to eat in this 

beautiful forest!

What more could a cat possibly want?

FOREST 
ADVENTURE TRAIL!

HI, YOUNG PEOPLE!


